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Commodore’s Comments

My recent issues of “Local Notice to
Mariners” indicate that this winter’s ice on the bay
has not been kind to NAVAIDS.  It seems to have
raked a good number of buoys, daybeacons, etc.,
either off station or out of existence while damaging
or destroying others in place.  I suppose, though,
that this phenomenon may be the reason that the
Coast Guard replaces their summer NAVAIDS with
fewer and less-expensive markers during the winter.
They have undoubtedly long-ago learned the
wisdom of such action, and by the time that sailing
season rolls around in earnest for us, we should
probably expect to find everything shipshape on our
wonderful Chesapeake Bay.

Perhaps you have noticed that we have
already experienced some terrific sailing weather
this year.  My personal My-Cast.com forecasts for
the short period of beautiful weather indicated that
sailing (the only outdoor activity for which I request
forecasts) was Good (the service’s highest rating)
during all of the daylight hours while the nice

weather lasted.  Judy and I did not answer the
sailing sirens’ call and de-winterize our boat during
the nice weather; but the temptation to do so was
there and was very strong during some of the warm,
breezy afternoons.  If some of you stouter hearts did
venture forth on the bay to test the late-winter
waters, I am sure that Judy would appreciate having
an item on your experiences for publication in the
next issue of The Hornpipe.

Being of faint heart, though, Judy and I will
await the real beginning of the season and hope
with all of our faint hearts that the false spring of a
couple of weeks ago bodes well for this year’s
sailing.

Your board of directors meets this Tuesday,
March 16, to begin discussing in earnest our
forthcoming cruises.  Nan Shellabarger has been
working on the cruise schedule throughout the
winter, and she has said that she is ready to present
us with a good first cut of her efforts at the meeting.
I, for one, am eager to get into the nuts and bolts of
looking forward to and planning for CCSC’s all-
important spring, summer, and fall cruises.
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Steve Foland
Wow!  What a trip!

When I joined my sister, Nancy, and her
husband, Don, on their 30' catamaran Double Felix
in January, we spent the first two days waiting for a
weather window.  This was in Boot Key Harbor in
Marathon on Vaca Key in Florida.  Many boats,
mostly sail, were at anchor in this largest anchorage
in the Keys.  Nancy and Don had already been here
a month when I joined them.

 Watching the boaters was educational.  For
many, boating is a way of life, at least in the winter
months.  It seems to be an almost full-time job
keeping everything in repair and doing every day
chores that seem to take a lot longer on a boat than
on the shore.  I pitied the boaters with dogs who
were often ferrying them back and forth to the
dinghy dock.

A couple of weather gurus in the harbor
predicted a rare 4- or 5-day weather window for
sailing points south and west which we had been
waiting for.  We took off.  Good weather and a
beam reach wind sent us flying down the Hawk
Channel that runs between the Keys and a fringing
parallel reef about 6 or 8 miles offshore.  We kept a
sharp lookout for lobster pots along the way.  Just
before reaching Key West we turned south to cross
the Gulf Stream towards the north coast of Cuba.

It was a dark moonless night with a good
wind behind us.  This was the scariest part of the
trip.  We were hurtling along (at 5 or 6 knots) not
being able to see what was in front of us.  I could
imagine hitting a half sunken log, a container that
had fallen off a ship, or a sleeping whale.
Fortunately, that didn’t happen, and the next day,
when I saw how empty the ocean was in all
directions (even in the heavily traveled Straits of
Florida), I began to realize that sailing in the dark is
just one of the risks sailors take.  Don claimed the
risk was comparable to being struck by lightning,
but I still think the risk is higher than that.  We saw
a number of ships both in daylight and at night but
were able to avoid them.  We saw several “love
boats” (cruise ships) all lit up at night.

We sailed close to the coast of Cuba looking
for a counter current to the Gulf Stream to help us
on our way southwest to Isla Mujeres, an island
opposite Cancun in Yucatan.  We were fortunate
with the weather and the winds and made the trip in
four days (and nights) of sailing.   The last two days
we had steady trade wind-type weather and wind;
that is, 15- to 20-knot winds coming from the NE
pushing us along in the direction we wanted to go
under sunny skies with puffy white clouds, and
starry, starry nights with the Milky Way splashed
across the night sky like a phosphorescent wake.

 A chart plotter with GPS was very helpful
in showing our location and speed.  Comparing boat
speed to GPS speed allowed us to know when the
current was helping or hindering us.  The autopilot,
rigged by Don, was a Godsend.  It did most of the
work for the crew, whose only remaining jobs were
feeding ourselves, changing sails, and keeping a
good lookout.  The best part was arriving early in
the morning at Isla Mujeres, finding our way into
the large harbor at the north end of the island, and
joining other boats anchored off the beach, a short
distance from town.

In retrospect, we had good weather and a
good trip.  Still, in the interests of accuracy, I need
to tell the down side.  I’m glad my wife, Robbie,
was not along because a couple of the nights were
rough with a lot of thumping of waves against the
hull, a lot of jerking back and forth.  Both seemed to
go on endlessly waiting for dawn to come.  The first
night was the worst when I was also in fear for my
life.  I don’t want Robbie to become turned off to
sailing by more bad experiences than she has
already had.  We want to take our time and ease into
heavier experiences one step at a time.
Ed Sabin

My First Sail

‘Twas the summer of ’63, and my classmate
Greg Z. and I were taking the Grand Tour after our
second year as undergraduates at the University of
Chicago.  We were taking the tour in the traditional
manner—on a shoestring and outfitted with the
mandatory sleeping bags and guitars.
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On the leg of the trip that found us traveling
from Florence, Italy, to Barcelona, Spain, by rail,
we decided to drop off in Nice, France, to see what
the highly touted French Riviera was like.  I believe
it was about our second day in town, as we were
enjoying a swim on Nice’s pebbly beach, when
Greg approached me and said that there was
something that I should see.  I had been reclined on
the uncomfortable pebbles, enjoying the view of a
bevy of barely clad Teutonic and Nordic females in
whose midst I had strategically placed myself, and I
was reluctant to relinquish the prime real estate that
I occupied.  Nevertheless, I grudgingly agreed to
follow Greg to see what he thought was so
important.

After a fairly long walk over the foot-
bruising pebbles, Greg triumphantly pointed to a
scruffy, sky-blue, plywood catamaran sloop, about
18 feet long, that was beached near a small shed.
He informed me that the catamaran could be rented,
and that he was eager to do so.

Now, having grown up in landlocked
Missouri and Kansas, my boating experience
consisted entirely of canoes, johnboats, and
runabouts.  I said as much to Greg, telling him I
wasn’t even sure which way the thing was supposed
to point when underway.  Greg assured me that he
was an expert sailor, having learned the skill at
assorted fine-arts camps in Wisconsin and
Minnesota.  Although skeptical of how effective
fine-arts camps could be in imparting sailing skills
to youths, I agreed to accompany Greg on a sail
when I found that the rental fee was well within the
constraints of our limited means.

It turned out that Greg did, in fact, know
how to sail, and that he even knew much of the
obscure terminology involved in the sport.  A brisk
sea breeze had us heading offshore at a pretty brisk
clip on a setup that Greg called ‘close hauled’.  We
were having a grand time, tacking back and forth,
and I had decided that this sailing business was
something that I could really get into and enjoy.  I
was in charge of the ‘ropes’ that controlled the
‘front sail’, and I felt that I was getting the hang of
the thing.  I turned to Greg to brag on my new-
found skill, and that is when I noticed that the city

of Nice looked like a small town on a vast coast.  I
pointed out the situation to Greg, and he decided
that it was probably time to head back.

After we had turned around and were aimed
toward shore, Greg informed me that we were then
‘running’.  I was wondering how we were going to
find our beach, much less the small shack where we
had rented the boat, so both my exhilaration and
interest in sailing terminology had waned
considerably.  I pointed out to Greg that the return
trip seemed as if it would take a long time because
the wind had died down so much; but he assured me
that the relatively mild wind was just the result of
our going with the wind instead of into it.  He said
that, in fact, our return trip would even be faster
than our outward-bound trip because we wouldn’t
be zigzagging as we headed in.

Okay.  That sounded reasonable.  However,
when the sails began idly flapping and our wakes
diminished to almost nothing, I began to have
doubts about Greg’s expertise.  I also noticed that
the large, red sun was ominously close to the
horizon off to our left.  That is when I began
looking around for an oar or a paddle.

Needless to say, there was no paddle
anywhere in sight on the trampoline or the hulls.  A
few desultory paddles with my hand convinced me
of the futility of that gesture, and I became resigned
to the reality of doing some night sailing.

Alas, that was not to be the case.  It was to
be our fate that we would do some night bobbing,
before even that sensation disappeared and we were
left to doing some night floating on a glass surface.
We got to watch the lights of frivolous Nice flame
in their full glory; then we got to watch the lights of
sleeping Nice wink slowly out.  We were treated to
a spectacular night sky, but concern much
diminished the pleasure we derived from the sight.

Thirst.  We were fairly well inured to going
without regular meals, but we had only taken
aboard with us a liter bottle of citrus drink when we
had left the beach.  The bottle’s contents were long
gone, and thirst was becoming a problem.  There
was nothing to do, though, but bear it out.

Cold.  Our swimsuits were scant cover for a
night on the Mediterranean—even for a summer
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night.  We weren’t freezing, but we were definitely
uncomfortable.

I suppose it was about noon when we finally
made it back to the beach and shack My first
impulse was to make a dash for a water tap, clearly
marked with a sign saying ‘NON POTABLE!’ and
to drink my fill.  Good sense prevailed, however,
and I managed to get to a kiosk and buy some
nontoxic liquid before I slaked my thirst.

The owner of the boat, although disgruntled,
seemed, on the whole, to be so grateful to have his
boat back that he didn’t harangue against us overly
much.

What was my attitude toward the experience
once it was over?  All of the misery of the night
afloat far from shore was gone from my memory;
and I thought only about the exhilaration of leaping
the waves and spray on a close-hauled tack into a

stiff wind.  I was resolved to learn to sail and to
someday perhaps even own my own sailboat.  I
loved sailing, and I was hooked.
Steve Foland

THANKS TO ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS AND PAST ISSUES
OF THE HORNPIPE.  WE HAVE FOUND
THESE “HOW I GOT INTO SAILING”
STORIES MOST ENTERTAINING.  WITHOUT
YOUR STORIES AND INFORMATIVE
ARTICLES, HOWEVER, WE WILL HAVE
VERY LITTLE TO REPORT IN OUR
UPCOMING NEWSLETTERS. SO PLEASE
KEEP SENDING IN YOUR ARTICLES.
Judy Foland


